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ASUS ZenFone 2 and 3 smartphones are being shipped with a new software by Asus -- the ASUS Recovery Tool. The tool is basically designed to quickly and easily install custom ROMs, recovery and system changes. To know more, check out our Zenfone RTV . They unveiled a new
smartphone at the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona. The Asus ZenFone Zoom Z580KL will be a solid-state drive smartphone that delivers outstanding battery performance and a robust camera system that can capture outstanding images and video clips. It will also support Daydream
VR headsets through the Daydream ready feature. The Asus ZenFone 2 and 3 smartphones will be shipped with a new software from Asus -- the ASUS Recovery Tool. The tool is designed to quickly and easily install custom ROMs, recovery and system changes. To know more, check out
our Zenfone RTV . Asus announced a new smartphone at the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona. The Asus ZenFone 2 ZenFone Selfie M1 will be a smartphone that is both Tango enabled and Daydream-ready. For enhanced social moments, the smartphone will come equipped with a

Sony-developed 13-megapixel front-facing camera and a 5-megapixel rear-facing camera with an 84-degree wide-angle lens. The high-capacity 5000mAh battery in the smartphone will give users extended usage times without compromising style and portability. ASUS Chairman Jonney
Shih unveiled the ASUS ZenFone AR and ZenFone 3 Zoom smartphones during the Zennovation press event at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas. ZenFone AR will be the world's first smartphone that is both Tango enabled and Daydream-ready
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ASUS ZenFone 2 Max 2GB RAM model brings the new 15.6-inch Full HD display with NVIDIA Tegra K1 and 2GB RAM. It is a good mid-
range smartphone with high-end features and has amazing performance. It will be available this month. Give a try to this smartphone and
let me know your experience with this device. ASUS ZenFone 4 Max 2GB RAM model is the upgraded version of Zenfone 2 Max 2GB RAM
model. The company has increased the RAM in a bid to offer better performance and extra storage. It has similar features as Zenfone 2

Max 2GB RAM. ASUS Zenfone 5 Max 2GB RAM model was launched on 30 May 2017. It has a powerful 5.5-inch IPS display of HD
resolution and 4GB RAM. The device is having a 2560 x 1600 pixels resolution with 5.5-inch IPS LCD Full HD display of 1920 x 1080 pixels

resolution. The device is powered by 2.0 GHz Processor and 4GB RAM and Mali-T830MP GPU along with a quad-core processor. The
updated model of Asus ZenFone 4 Max 2GB RAM comes in a new color variant (Nude Brown). Its predecessor has a ceramic back, but its

updated version comes with a Glass backed variant. The phone comes with 64 GB internal memory. It is a better variant of previous
model Zenfone 4 Max 2GB RAM. It has similar features with previous model. The company launched the all new and improved version of
Asus Zenfone 3 Zoom, a cheaper variant of Zenfone 3 Max. It comes with 64 GB of internal storage and a wide-angle shooter of 13 MP on

the rear, which lets you capture a wider angle while shooting. Its predecessor has 23 MP shooter on the rear and a 5MP wide-angle
shooter. 5ec8ef588b
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